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Often misrepresented but intrinsically
connected to our history and doctrines,
sex always played a conspicuous role in
the perception of our movement. In time
it became less of an issue and today it’s
only the replay of outdated news that
reminding us of it. There are a number of
possible reasons for its de-emphasis, like
the bad rap we got due to some past
abuse, changes in culture and attitudes
about sex, wishing for less controversy
and so on. There is also a tendency to
ascribe some of our colorful past,
especially the sexual aspects of it, to
some kinkiness on the part of our
founder. These are just some of the
things that come to mind when one tries
to rationalize the changes that have
come about.

Whatever we may think of it now, it is impossible to ignore the role that sex 
and sexuality played in our understanding of the Christian message. From the 
very first Moletter, “Old Church New Church Prophecy”, to “Revolutionary Sex” 
and on to the more recent “Loving Jesus Series” there is a long tradition of 
views and attitudes about sex that carry deep theological significance. Having 
written on a number of other pertinent matters, I could not avoid this one, so 
here it is.

I will not attempt a synopsis of our sex-related doctrines, as I suppose everyone
is already familiar with them. I am also aware of the many and varied 
interpretations of this ever-changing aspect of things, where the progression 
hasn’t always been linear. There have been inconsistencies, contradictions and 
the reboot, with its following silence on past doctrines, has given rise to further 
questions. Many have drawn their own conclusion, even consigning some of our
past doctrines to the department of failed and to be forgotten experiments, and
this is especially true about our sexually liberal theology.

A bit of history

I joined the COG in the early seventies. Doctrinally we were sexually liberated, 
but in practice we lived like monks and nuns. Unless you got married there was
no sex. Nudity was OK and so was masturbation, no guilt linked to that, but 
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nothing more could be had. In 1978 everything changed. Our founder issued a 
declaration of liberty and from then on everyone was free to do as they 
pleased.

Freedom at last, but freedom got out of hand and some took things too far, 
perhaps acting also on some wrong clues given by David. This led to an inverse
process which gradually reined things back, not doctrinally but in practice. The 
process continued all through the eighties and by the late nighties sexuality 
was regulated by an elaborate system of rules and bureaucracy. At a certain 
point our youth faced more sexual restrictions than their average catholic 
counterpart.

Now the reboot has done away with the past and there is no more group 
micromanagement of people’s personal lives. Sex is not spoken about anymore
but is a personal matter. None could agree more but there is something about 
our liberal sexual theology which I would like to still consider. If possible I would
like to separate it from our history, past practices and malpractice and look 
instead at its implied premise.

Traditional views

All through history and well into the present, religion always had a negative 
and demeaning view of sex. We came from a generation deeply suspicious of 
that bias and so we supported David’s challenge to it. Anyone wishing to 
refresh on it I recommend the compilation “Sinless Sex” – ML 1969. It is what 
you would term a liberal view on sex supported by a fundamentalist view of the
Bible, not the usual mix.

David based his views on a literal interpretation of the book of Genesis. From 
the same literalism, Augustine derived instead a sexophobic theology, which 
has permeated Latin Christianity since. Regardless of what one may believe 
about a literal Adam and Eve, none can deny that David’s theology was a 
liberating antidote to the medieval mindsets that saw sex as synonymous of 
original sin.

The implications of David’s challenge were many and we spent years exploring 
them. Our cumulative experience became a broad mixture of failures and 
successes and, at some point, one likes to take stock and see what it taught 
him. I see my own experience with mixed feelings. I have some regrets, but 
none too serious and the pluses appear to outweigh the minuses. I understand,
however, that for some it isn’t so, that things happened to them that shouldn’t 
have happened.

In hindsight I am a bit like the old man who said “I wish I had been old first and 
young later”, meaning I wish I was wise when young and young when wise. 
Well, it doesn’t work that way and making mistakes is part and parcel of being 
young. That’s how we get wisdom and, as someone rightly said “wisdom 



hurts”.

So what’s our wisdom today? I would say it’s something worth digging for, 
talking about it and consolidating it. We have a unique experience, therefore a 
unique wisdom, but we got so many scars getting it that it’s a bit sensitive. It’s 
hard to talk about it. It’s touchy, highly polarized and so it’s easier to just move
on and not bother with it, but I think we stand to lose a lot by ignoring it.

The case that got me writing

Religious institutions are still rooted in old mindset and people suffers for the 
lack of a coherent, to-date and applicable sexual theology. There has been 
some progress along these lines but there is little in print, on the web or on the 
way of Christian counsellors who would buck the religious establishment. 
Recently I came across some real life situations that led me to study the matter
and seek for some viable conclusion; mostly so that I would have something to 
offer and learn how to help those who struggle with such issues.

One such case is a young man, whom I shall call Paolo, who’s been struggling 
with depression and panic attacks. Paolo has tried to overcome this debilitating
condition using traditional, as well as alternative therapies, but says his 
greatest help came when he converted to Catholicism and found Jesus.

Last week Paolo contacted me on-line and was pretty down again. He wasn’t as
open as usual, but after some probing, he said he felt terribly guilty for having 
watched porn and masturbated. He said he felt the need to go to confession 
and get absolution and that it was a terrible things that he kept falling into. His 
agony and sense of hopelessness were rather intense. I shared some scriptures
and reassured him of God’s unconditional love and that helped, but there were 
some things still frightening him; things which he could not get around because
he saw them as part and parcel of Christianity, as coming straight from the 
book.

Having encountered a number of similar cases I was searching for qualified 
Christian counsel which I could offer. I wished for a database, links and material
for those struggling with this type of fears and hopelessness. To my dismay I 
couldn’t find anything “Christian” that wouldn’t, in effect, make things worse. 
Most available material worked from that same old medieval presupposition 
and made the same old unrealistic demands. No matter how professionally 
modern their presentation, most Christian counsellors seemed more concerned 
about church doctrines than truly helping.

In only one website I found a counsellor who gave an honest appraisal of the 
problem, its dynamics and symptoms. Christian counselling was rightly 
criticized for being ineffective and fuelling instead an endless cycle of sin, guilt 
and absolution. He explained how it never really cured people of their 
perceived malady, but then gave no alternative answers or solution. My guess 



is that he could not state the obvious answer without crossing some doctrinal 
line, which would put his church standing at risk. Perhaps he hoped that his 
listener would come to the right conclusion on his own. For some, however, it is
not easy to overcome deeply ingrained fears, especially if they have a bible 
reference attached to it.

In Paolo’s case the fear was linked to the perceived sinfulness of masturbation. 
Since masturbation needs some kind of visual stimuli, like nudity, porn or 
imagination to work, the sin of lust was closely related and merited even 
stronger condemnation. The story of Onan is often quoted in relation to 
masturbation, but it is obviously about something else and there is ample 
material on that. Most preachers, in fact, acknowledge that the Bible does not 
explicitly condemn masturbation, but affirm that it most definitely condemns 
lust, and for that they usually quote from Matthew and Paul.

The best that some can say is that there is nothing wrong with masturbation, 
but the sin of lust will get no leniency. I know that the scripture appears clear 
on that but it’s like saying food is good but craving it is a sin. It doesn’t make 
sense. Everybody knows that there is desire involved with eating as well as 
with having sex; they are one and the same. I would dare to say that God 
designed it that way and made all of life’s necessary function to be literally 
irresistible; the more vital and the more so.

Lust may sometimes lead to excesses and be a problem, but we couldn’t live 
without it. Sexual lust, for example, plays a big part in the formation of families 
and ensures vital reproduction. The same goes for food. One may pervert his 
appetites and crave the wrong foods, but having no craving for food would be 
lethal. No food and life ends – no sex and life doesn’t even begin. The fact that 
it is humanly impossible to resist certain cravings is not a proof of demonic 
influence, or animalistic instinct, but of God’s wisdom applied to human design.

Clearly, just as there are complex mechanisms that regulate our eating habits, 
so there must be about our sexual ones. Speaking of habits, studies have 
revealed that about 95% of men and 73% of women do masturbate 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masturbation#Frequency.2C_age.2C_and_sex. Some
analysts put the figures even higher, saying that women are shier when 
responding to this type of survey. In any case if 95 % of men do it, that goes for
Christians as well. This alone demonstrates the enormous dissonance that 
exists between practice and belief.

As the counselor I spoke of earlier described, religious teaching says 
masturbation is a sin, the believer cannot help but do it anyway and that 
makes him feel terribly guilty. He then goes through the prescribed procedure 
for absolution and feels better, but it only last for a little while. The process 
then starts all over and the cycle continues. If I was to think of something that 
could most effectively keep people controlled, within a religious environment, I 
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would say sex is it. Teach people that it is a sin and that you hold the key to 
their being made right with God again, and they’ll be attending church 
regularly.

Paolo‘s is not an isolated case. There are millions who suffer that same type of 
guilt and psychological wrenching, as induced by sexophobic religious 
indoctrination. Millions who would need to hear some better news. In our short 
history we went from openly declaring a sexually liberating theology to 
concealing it, or even denying it. There are understandable historical reasons 
for it and perhaps we can relate to this words from James B. Nelson, professor 
of Christian Ethics at United Theological Seminary:

“The sexual revolution of the ‘60s and ‘70s is mostly over, and some of 
its superficial and exploitative forms of freedom have proved to be just 
that. Hurt, boredom and disease have sobered more than a few—and the
forces of religious and political reaction rejoice. But this revolution was a 
harbinger of a much more significant change that Ricoeur foresaw. The 
change is just beginning. It is uneven, misunderstood and resisted, as 
well as eagerly welcomed and hoped-for. Nevertheless, in my view a 
paradigmatic shift is indeed under way.

This will not be the first time in Christian history that a major shift has 

taken place in the perception of sexuality. In the 17th century some 
Protestants—especially Puritans, Anglicans and Quakers—began to affirm
that loving companionship, not procreation, is the central meaning of 
sexuality. This cultural-religious revolution is still unfinished. I take heart 
from the fact that even more far-reaching change is taking place as we 
investigate how sexuality and spirituality are part and parcel of each 
other, and as we affirm that the Word continues to become flesh and 
dwell among us. This revolution has just begun”.

We did also fall into the pattern described by J. B. Nelson. Many things didn’t 
pan out as we expected, there were hurts and disappointments. The 
fundamental premises of our revolution, however, were valid and do continue 
to fuel a paradigm shift within Christianity. There is a revolution happening, 
even if doesn’t always appear to be moving forward. As with all revolutions, 
there are human failures and setbacks, but changes are inevitable.

Our failures shouldn’t deter us from pursuing those core premises. It would be 
wrong to assume that because we went off the road on a few things, we should 
now discard all that we believed in. Our mistakes do not invalidate the cause 
for change. The bigger mistake, would be to assume that the messiness of 
change proves tradition right, and then fall for its lure.

It wasn’t wrong to revolute and abandon traditional sexophobia. The extremes 
of the sixties and seventies might have proven somewhat wrong, but that does 



not vindicate what was before. Change cannot be stopped. There might need to
be correction of its course, but there is no turning back. The world needs a new 
gospel that will include and redeem sexuality.

Many Christian leaders, preachers and theologians are seeing the need and 
doing their part. Our days for championing such causes may be over, but 
neither can we revert to medieval Christianity. There is still a lot that we can do
to help folks in need, like Paolo. Just preaching bible and salvation isn’t really 
going to do it, if it is from the same old perspective.

Christianity and Sex

In 1995 an internal document was published, in
two parts, called “Christianity and Sex”. As the
compilation “Sinless Sex” (ML 1969) contained
David’s viewpoints, this paper aimed at
broadening the discourse to include the views of
various clergymen and scholars who, to varying
degrees, voiced similar opinions. Today we
might find reasons to critique it, but considering
the time it was written, it remains a very useful
tool and a good start into further research.

The document addresses a variety of sexually
related issues. Some were well supported by
reference material, while others were kind of
forced through, with little to go by. Some issues
were instead left hanging, such as the one that I
will address in the following pages. I will, in any
case, use “Christianity and Sex” as my starting point and since most Christian 
suppose to derive their faith from the Bible we’ll start with what it said on that.

We must remember, however, that although we did regard the Bible as our 
foundation, we nonetheless held a paradoxical view of it, a mix between 
liberalism and fundamentalism. I have already explained how this came about 
so here I will focus mainly on the sexual aspects, those on which David adopted
the more liberal stance. With Paul’s writings on sex, women, marriage and 
celibacy, he chose the non literal, non inerrant view. Most Christians, to varying
degree, do the same, even those who profess faith in an inerrant Bible. More on
this later.

The Bible

From “Christianity and Sex” Part 2:

“The Bible — Relic, Anti-Sex Handbook Or X-Rated Reading? – 

L. William Countryman prefaces his book Dirt, Greed and Sex with the 



following comment:

Controversy over sexual ethics have pervaded the Western world in our 
century, and the Bible has been an important factor in them. Some 
voices invoke its authority; others attack it as a baleful influence. Some 
hold that it lays down a clear-cut sexual ethic; others hear in it a 
multiplicity of messages not always in agreement with one another. 
Whichever may ultimately be right, we have at least learned that 
interpreters of Scripture do not all agree with one another and that 
people can invoke the Bible on behalf of a variety of contemporary 
ethical positions. Such a situation calls for a fresh and careful reading of 
the Scriptures. . . . I began looking into the Biblical texts on this subject 
[sex] with several quite definite presuppositions. . . . I expected to find no
more than scattered and independent moral pronouncements on sexual 
issues. . . . [and] that the biblical authors as a whole were negative 
toward sex and regarded it as something to be avoided in general and 
indulged, reluctantly, only under narrowly defined circumstances. In both 
cases, I have found that close study of these texts has modified my 
understanding of the matter sharply and in directions that I could not 
have predicted (Countryman, 1988: 1).

Many liberal theologians suggest we now set aside our Bibles as 
antiquated artifacts, no longer needed in the present stage of human 
spirituality. The very liberal Bishop Spong is known for making some very 
strong pronouncements about the Bible’s validity, or lack of it, in today’s 
world. Still, although critical of anyone taking too literal an interpretation 
or application of Scripture–which he believes needs to be considered 
more in the context of the time in which they were written–he still admits 
that for Christianity to survive, somehow our perception of Scripture and 
our human sexuality need to be brought more into perceivable harmony, 
for a house divided against itself simply cannot stand.

I do believe that there is a spirit beneath the letter that brings the Bible 
forward in time with integrity. That spirit must be sought with diligence. 
Without it the Bible will not be for our times a source of life or a guide in 
the area of sexual ethics (attributed to Bishop Spong).”

David wrote much in favor of that spirit beneath the letter leading to a more 
accepting view of human sexuality. At the same time he remained fairly 
committed to some of his more fundamentalist views. Though he overcame 
many of his past mindsets, to his own admission, God had to almost force him 
to. Eventually his life became characterized by this moving out of the old and 
into the new. His revoluting from churchianity’s mores on sexuality was what 
eventually set him on a different path, to grapple with issues that are now 
major concerns for most Christian institutions.



The Gospel of Matthew

What does the gospel of Matthew have to do with the issue at hand? A lot! 
David often addressed the question of Pauline injunctions on sexuality, as well 
as OT ones, but did not address Matthew as effectively. It is in Matthew, 
however, and not in Paul’s letters, that we find the strongest indictment of 
human sexuality, demanding the most radical and ascetic denial of it. The 
passages that most people struggle with are:

Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not 
commit adultery: But I say unto you, That whosoever looketh on a 
woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his 
heart. And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee:
for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and 
not that thy whole body should be cast into hell. And if thy right hand 
offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee: for it is profitable for thee 
that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole body 
should be cast into hell. (Matthew 5:27-30)

There are other instances in which Jesus quotes the old Mosaic Law and then 
adds, “but I say unto you”. Sometimes it is to promoted a more loving and 
forgiving approach, but in this case Jesus is actually making things stricter than
in the law. It’s somewhat similar to what he had just said about anger:

Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not kill; 
and whosoever shall kill shall be in danger of the judgment: But I say 
unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause shall 
be in danger of the judgment: and whosoever shall say to his brother, 
Raca, shall be in danger of the council: but whosoever shall say, Thou 
fool, shall be in danger of hell fire. (Matthew 5:21,22)

Theologians and clergymen who developed the doctrines of their respective 
denominations, had to deal with these “tough” passages. Most explained them 
away as not to be taken literally. By reading them through the lens of other 
scriptures, they somehow hammered them onto the rest of their theology.

Different churches adapted things differently, but the passages remained 
problematic for most, with the exception of some on the extreme side of 
fundamentalism. Quite correctly, these will interpret the passages as meaning 
exactly what they say, though they usually desist from plucking eyes and 
cutting limbs.

We must note, however, that throughout Christian history there have been 
multiple cases of castration and other self-mutilation, which were carried out in 
the strength of these scriptures. Paradoxically, the Church Fathers condemned 
such practices, while endorsing the ideas from which they sprang forth. One of 
them, the great theologian Origen, was amongst those who castrated 



themselves in obedience to Matthew 19, 10-12:

His disciples say unto him, If the case of the man be so with his wife, it is 
not good to marry. But he said unto them, All men cannot receive this 
saying, save they to whom it is given. For there are some eunuchs, which
were so born from their mother’s womb: and there are some eunuchs, 
which were made eunuchs of men: and there be eunuchs, which have 
made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven’s sake. He that is 
able to receive it, let him receive it.

In the fourth century, at the Council of Nicaea, the practice was officially 
banned, which sows how widespread it had been. In spite of it being illegal, 
castration continued to be practised all through the middle ages and even into 
the twentieth century, like with the Skoptsy of Russia. These, practised not only
male castration and total emasculation, but even their women practised breast 
amputation, supposedly in obedience to the same scriptures from Matthew. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skoptsy

In a recent case, a man gouged both his eyes out with his own bare hands. It 
was in church, during mass, and he said that a voice had told him to do it, and 
that it was God’s judgement. Though the man suffered from mental disorders, 
it is all too obvious that sexual guilt and the scriptures in question, had played 
a role. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2044605/Horrific-scenes-British-
born-worshipper-tears-eyes-Mass-BARE-HANDS.html

The difference between Matthew and Paul

When dealing with human sexuality, Paul gave some rather stringent 
requirement, but nothing like Matthew. It’s also fairly easy to adapt Paul, since 

in 1st Corinthians 7, when writing on such matters, he clearly makes a 
difference between God’s word and his personal opinion; he clearly states “I 
speak this by permission, and not of commandment” and “the rest speak I, not
the Lord”.

The same cannot be said about that which is considered to be Jesus’ own words
in a canonical gospels. This is why Matthew’s passages carry more weight, 
when dealing with sexual matters. They are also what weights heaviest on 
people’s conscience, ministering the greater condemnation and feelings of 
guilt. After all, Matthew’s indictment renders a mere thought, provoked by a 
passing woman, into actual adultery, and the viewing of nudity merits the 
plucking of one’s eyes, while using hands for self-stimulation deserves 
amputation. Failure to do so merits being cast into hell. It is an unreachable 
goal, even for the most devoted ascetic, and thus only results in extreme 
disappointment with one’s self. In some cases it has even lead to severe 
anxiety, mental disorders and extreme remedies.

David could not avoid these passages and this is how he reasoned about it:
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Every time that Christ himself quoted the law he was illustrating a point 
for a particular purpose, just like we sometimes expose people with their 
own arguments when they contradict them themselves. He said, “ye 
have heard that it was said,” quoting the mosaic law, “thou shalt not 
commit adultery,” but i say unto you: “whosoever looketh on a woman to
lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart.” 
(mt.5:27.28.) Now what man on god’s earth can possibly look upon a 
beautiful woman, no matter who she is, without lusting after her? 
Nobody! Nobody’s that saintly, nobody’s that good, and Jesus knew it! He
was quoting that scripture to prove to the self-righteous hypocritical 
scribes and pharisees that not even they could possibly keep the law! He 
was proving that it was impossible for any man on god’s earth to ever 
keep the mosaic law, and that’s why it was given, to show the 
righteousness of god, the perfection of god. (ML 647)

David had a point in saying that none could keep such a rule, but took the 
Matthew verses out of their original context. Jesus was not speaking to the 
Scribes and Pharisees alone, using this as a sort of mock argument aimed at 
exposing their hypocrisy, or the absurdity of their legalistic claims. To the 
contrary, as is clearly stated, he was mainly instructing his own disciples. What 
comes before and after these verses makes it absolutely clear that the author 
of Matthew meant exactly what he wrote. In that same talk Jesus’ disciples are 
also told:

“For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle 
shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled. Whosoever therefore
shall break one of these least commandments, and shall teach men so, 
he shall be called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but whosoever 
shall do and teach them, the same shall be called great in the kingdom of
heaven. For I say unto you, That except your righteousness shall exceed 
the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter 
into the kingdom of heaven” and “Be ye therefore perfect, even as your 
Father which is in heaven is perfect”.

It is all too clear that the disciples were being instructed to abide by a higher 
and stricter interpretation of the law than what was commonly expected, even 
by the Pharisees.

The author of Matthew is therefore in direct contrast with Paul, the major 
contributor to the NT. To harmonize it with the greater quantity of Pauline text, 
preachers and theologian had to devise some metaphorical interpretation for 
Matthew. What usually happens is that the original context is overlooked and 
Matthew get filtered through the lens of a pre-established theology. Many read 
back into Matthew, somewhat forcefully, what was later adopted from the 
writings of Paul. David did this as well.



To be clear, Paul wrote first, but his views were not readily accepted by the 
Jewish Christians of Palestine, who favoured Matthew’s and a number of other 
Jewish gospels, such as that of the Nazarenes, Ebionites and Hebrews. You may
in fact say that Matthew and Luke represent the opposing views of the first 
great Christian schism. Matthew’s is the position of James, the Concision and 
the Jerusalem church, Luke is the position of Paul and his gospel to the gentiles.
Matthew’s position on the law was later rejected, but the book itself was widely
used and demanded inclusion in the canon.

Matthew’s Christians regarded themselves as the “original” ones, perhaps 
rightly so, and resented Paul’s new Christians who had no regard for the Law 
(see Galatians). They considered Paul a heretic perverting true Christianity and 
caused him all kinds of problems. Scholars have marvelled at how Matthew and
Paul ended up in the same Bible canon, wondering what it would have been like
if the two authors actually met face to face.

Now we have become accustomed to seeing their work in the same book. We 
have inherited a Christian theology in which everything has been fused 
together, even opposite views. An explanation has been devised to smooth 
over every difference and an image of God has been painted that fits 
everything into it, but it wasn’t always like that. There was a time when some 
books of the Bible were scripture for some but not for others.

A useful exercise, is to imagine what type of Christian one would be if he knew 
only the gospel of Matthew, and nothing else in the New Testament, as was the 
case for Matthew’s intended audience. If you try you’ll be surprised by what 
you would end up believing or not believing.

Adapting scriptures

Continuing from the previous section,
Christianity has always struggled with
“difficult” scriptures, with the difference
between Jesus and Moses, with Jesus’
rejection of violence and that seen in the
OT, or the difference between Paul and
Matthew, Paul and James, Paul and Peter,
and more. To dismiss contrast and
harmonize doctrines, scriptures were
wrested out of their original context,
overly spiritualized and interpreted in a
metaphorical way.

A classic example of this, is what was
done to the Songs of Solomon. The
erotically explicit language was
completely dehumanized, and was made



to fit an exclusively ethereal, symbolic representation of platonic love between 
God and the church. The original celebration of human sexuality was removed, 
in order to harmonize the text with the pervading theology, in which sex was 
intrinsically evil.

Similar adaptations were done also to other Old Testament’s writings, 
particularly those with accounts that seemed to endorse unorthodox sexual 
behaviour, violence, genocides, etc. To a degree, this was done also to the 
Matthew passages which we were looking at. Thankfully, in the last couple of 
centuries, scholarly work on the Bible has taken huge leaps forward; the 
techniques for textual analysis have been refined, more original sources have 
been found and new archaeological evidence has emerged. From it, emerges a 
much clearer but also different picture. Here are some things that have 
changed, from our previous understanding:

The older gospel is not Matthew, but Mark, which appears to be based on 
Peter’s testimony, presumably intended for a Roman audience. Matthew and 
Luke took most of Mark and, adding from some other sources and oral tradition,
they weaved a narrative fit for different audiences. Luke’s aim were the larger 
gentile population and Matthew’s was the Jewish community. Matthew’s Jesus is
in fact a devout Jew, who holds his disciple to a stricter standard than that of 
the Pharisees.

Even in His scathing rebuke of the pharisees, in chapter 23, Jesus is not 
proposing a more liberal stance, but a stricter one. His condemnation of the 
Pharisee is not for their legalism, but for their hypocrisy. He’s not rebuking 
them for what they believe, but for not doing it:

The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat: All therefore whatsoever
they bid you observe, that observe and do; but do not ye after their 
works: for they say, and do not. (Matt 23: 2)

Someone reading only Matthew, would therefore act very differently than 
someone reading only Luke, though they both draw from Mark. Conclusion? 
That there is no such thing as a pure word of God that is spoken or written by 
humans. Humans are humans and, even if God speaks through them, it is 
through weak and fallible channels. Their humanness will always be there and 
we will see God’s message through it, through their eyes and the cultural 
conditioning that they bore. There is no escaping this.

In Matthew’s case it is obvious that the author meant exactly what he wrote! 
The correct interpretation of those difficult passages is the simplest and more 
straightforward one, even if it deeply disagrees with Paul. The differences 
cannot be smoothed out, but will need to be worked out some other way, which
is rather simple.

All Christian institutions have majored on Jesus and tried to piece together all 



available information about him and his early movement. From the available 
material they had to work around a lot of contrasting positions. Paul’s writings 
greatly resolved the incompatibility of Christianity with OT extremes, the 
Mosaic Law, etc. Thus Paul lead the way into the type of Christianity we know 
today. His adaptation of previous scriptures became the new scripture but even
he went a bit back and forth on it. After all he was the product of his time, so 
there was to be some later adaptations of his writings as well, especially on 
women, marriage and celibacy.

Christians are well used to such adaptation and reinterpretation of the Bible 
text, nonetheless there remains a short of unspoken red line preventing the 
same from happening to the words supposedly spoken by Jesus himself. The 
question that begs to be answered is, how certain can we be that the red 
letters in our Bible are verbatim transcripts of Jesus teachings.

How the gospels were written

We must consider that the gospel authors, or their final redactors, were not eye
witnesses of the events written about; they drew on the testimony of some 
apostle, who perhaps even wrote some of the material, like Matthew and John 
might have, but it is fairly certain that it was their followers, or school of 
thought, who completed the work.

In spite of some inconsistency and disagreements, the material reveals a true 
event, something that impacted equally all early Christians. The overall picture 
and the sense of Jesus‘ teachings do come through fairly well, but it would be 
unrealistic to expect a verbatim, untampered and perfect record of Jesus’ 
words. Like in John 17, how could such a long prayer be preserved by oral 
tradition word for word for 70 years? Obviously it’s impossible, and there are 
better explanations for how these teachings were reconstructed and written at 
such a distance.

Matthew‘s and Luke‘s gospels reveal how the writing process worked. There 
was no apostle getting in a trance and miraculously transcribing what the Holy 
Spirit dictated, or reminded them off. No, nothing that mystical and dramatic. 
The authors simply took whatever material was available, in this case Mark‘s 
already written gospel, some other text no longer available called “Q”, oral 
tradition and they weaved it all together in the style of ancient biographies. 
There was no particular concern for accuracy, historically or otherwise, but 
mainly the intent to preserve the teachings of a particular apostle and give it 
continuity.

There were many more gospel but only these four were preserved in the Bible 
canon, and not because they were perfect, but because they were the most 
widely accepted and reliable. 

No perfect record and no perfect picture



Like Paul said, in this life we can only see as through a mirror, darkly and 
partially (1Cor 13:12). In his days mirrors were full of imperfections and 
distorted whatever one could see through them. That’s also how scripture allow
us to see Jesus, but it’s better than nothing and since Jesus is alive today, we 
can go directly to Him, which is what the gospels are supposed to lead us to 
anyway.

We must not get stuck on some questionable, difficult passages in the text that
don’t rime with the rest. We must appreciate the text for what it is and 
appreciate the fact that it leads us to know the Spirit beyond it. From there on 
we must let that Spirit fill the gaps and lead us.

Just as we allow for human influence in Paul, the OT and other human works, so
must we allow it in the Gospels. That’s why we have four, and early Christianity
had even more, but never looked at them the way that we do now. It never 
expected perfect inerrancy from such text. Even pseudepigraphical works, 
which are essentially fraudulent, were accepted and somewhat respected. The 
Bible contains a number of such works, as it wasn’t unusual for writers to 
ascribe their work to more accredited sources, or for a school of thought to 
produce documents, posthumously, in the name of their founder.

Christian writings were not so deified in antiquity, as they became later. 
Depending on their whereabouts, first and second century Christians used a 
variety of sources, including the gospel of Thomas, which contains many red 
letter words of Jesus. The gospel of Thomas was rightly excluded from the 
canon because of its gnostic content, but gnostic elements are present in the 
canonical gospels as well, though not so conspicuously.

The fact is that there is no such things as a pure “printed” word of God. Written
words can at best be a shadow, a trail of God’s speaking, but He can never be 
encapsulated in a text. Just as He cannot be held in a temple, a statue, an 
image, neither can He be held in a book. To put Jesus on equal standing with 
the Bible is a form of idolatry and a dangerous departure from what He really 
is. It is fettering him into a human construction.

Scripture can only be a testimony of God, the record of his doing, working and 
speaking through various people. But we must never let the written record 
cause us to dispense from our own conscience and the living voice of God in 
our hearts. We must remain free to judge by the leading of His loving spirit in 
us. For it is the Spirit that gives life and words can convey that, but only as a 
key that opens the Spirit’s door. Without the spirit they are only dead letters 
and the words that liberated us yesterday may enslave us today.

Matthew and the other evangelist did colour their story with how they saw it 
and understood it then. We cannot exalt their words above Jesus himself and, 
as Bishop Spong put it, above that “spirit beneath the letter that brings the 
Bible forward in time with integrity”. We must hold Jesus and His Spirit in us 



above mere human script, theology and doctrine.

Humans are humans and their work will always reflect that. It is unthinkable to 
attribute divine properties to anything humanly created. We can get a glimpse 
of God through inspired works, such as the gospels, but we will also see 
blemishes and distortions. Such is the case with the Bible, though it is better to
have an ancient piece of glass that allow us some view, than to have no view at
all.

How many times, however, did we read something in the Bible that made us 
cringe, something that scared us, depressed us and made us turn the pages to 
find something more “edifying”, and we did not dare to doubt because the 
book is “holy”? How many times we just blamed ourselves for lacking faith and 
understanding? The truth is that there are horrible things in the Bible, which do 
no reflect God’s nature, but reflect the ancient ideas of a people who wanted a 
tribal God, instead of the universal One that Christ came to reveal. 

Back to Matthew’s sexual admonitions

So where does that leave us in regards to our original question on Matthew and
sexuality? If the author of that gospel meant exactly what he wrote, which he 
did, then 95% of males and 73% of females will either go to hell or must pluck 
out their eyes and cut off their right hand to escape it. In this David was right, it
is impossible for anyone to keep such a rule and God could not expect it.

Other stories in the Gospels show Jesus being touched, speaking to and 
forgiving such people as Matthew said should either mutilate themselves or go 
to hell? Obviously we are faced with different images of God, contrasting ones 
which cannot all be right.

Matthew‘s extreme position has little to do with love for others but has, at its 
heart, a self-perfecting ascetic effort to escape hell. Such a concept runs 
contrary to most of the gospel message. Matthew’s formula has little to do with
the effects that our actions have on others, which is at the heart of Christianity.
The advice is all about interior, private guilt, and about taking maximum 
measures to eliminate it, and thus save one self. Who needs Christ then?

These ideas sound a lot more oriental than Jewish, but they had become fairly 
popular in those days, making inroads also into Jewish and Christian thinking. 
Most apocryphal gospels were rejected because of such contents, like Thomas’;
others were disputed for a while before being approved, but none are fully 
exempt of their influence.

There is no absolute black and white, when it comes to the human record of 
God’s activity. Even the best scribe is apt to make mistakes and add from his 
own bag. All of the greats of Christian history have done the same, from Origen
to Augustine, Aquinas to Luther, Calvin to Barth and on till today. If they all had 
their Achilles heel, showed flaws in their thinking and opinions, why should we 



expect any less from the authors of the gospels?

Bible inerrancy is a false doctrine created to resolve a question of authority. 
The holiness of the Bible and the idea that God miraculously intervened to 
make it perfect, has more to do with some magical traditions than with 
Christianity. 

The Matthew passages on sex are of dubious origin and have caused more 
harm than good. Thousands, if not millions, have suffered unnecessary fear, 
guilt and even physical harm because of them. And to what purpose? All in a 
self-serving effort aimed at achieving self-perfection and escape hell. Fear was 
at the root of it, and not faith, and it never did any good to anyone. It was an 
ugly intrusion in an otherwise beautiful account of the sermon on the mount, 
something which has motivated untold good through the ages.

It is imperative that we gain understanding of the Biblical authors‘ humanity, of
their cultural context and time related understanding of human society and 
sexuality. We must lower the book from its “untouchable” status and look at 
things in a new light. We must also let the light of God’s love lighten our path 
and not depart from its voice in our hearts.

If some things cause us to fear, to become overly introspective, feeling 
overcome by guilt, to withdraw from others and entertain self-loathing and self-
destructing thoughts, these cannot be the voice of God, no matter what 
scriptures come to mind.
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